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Quantum coherence, an essential feature of quantum mechanics al-
lowing superpositions of quantum states, is a resource for quantum
information processing. Coherence emerges in a fundamentally dif-
ferent way for nonidentical and identical particles. For the latter, a
unique contribution exists linked to indistinguishability that cannot
occur for nonidentical particles. Here, we experimentally demon-
strate this additional contribution to quantum coherence with an op-
tical setup, showing its amount directly depends on the degree of
indistinguishability and exploiting it in a quantum phase discrimina-
tion protocol. Furthermore, the designed setup allows for simulat-
ing fermionic particles with photons, thus assessing the role of ex-
change statistics in coherence generation and utilization. Our exper-
iment proves that independent indistinguishable particles can offer
a controllable resource of coherence and entanglement for quantum-
enhanced metrology.
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A quantum system can reside in coherent superposi-1

tions of states, which have a role in the interpretation2

of quantum mechanics (1–4), lead to nonclassicality (5, 6)3

and imply the intrinsic probabilistic nature of predictions4

in the quantum realm (7, 8). Besides this fundamental5

role, quantum coherence is also at the basis of quantum6

algorithms (9–14) and, from the modern information-7

theoretic perspective, constitutes a paradigmatic basis-8

dependent quantum resource (15–17), providing a quantifi-9

able advantage in certain quantum information protocols.10

For a single quantum particle, coherence emerges when11

the particle is found in a superposition of the compu-12

tational basis of the Hilbert space. For multiparticle13

compound systems, the physics underlying the emergence14

of coherence is more prosperous and strictly connected to15

the nature of the particles, with fundamental differences16

for nonidentical and identical particles. A particularly in-17

triguing observation is that the states of identical particle18

systems can manifest coherence even when no particle19

resides in superposition states, provided that the wave-20

functions of the particles overlap (18–20). In general, a21

special contribution to quantum coherence arises thanks22

to the spatial indistinguishability of identical particles,23

which cannot exist for nonidentical (or distinguishable) 24

particles (18). Recently, it has been found that the apti- 25

tude of spatial indistinguishability of identical particles 26

can be exploited for entanglement generation (21), appli- 27

cable even for spacelike-separated quanta (22) and against 28

preparation and dynamical noises (23–25). The presence 29

of entanglement is a signature that the bipartite system as 30

a whole carries coherence even when the individual parti- 31

cles do not, the amount of this coherence being dependent 32

on the degree of indistinguishability. We name this spe- 33

cific contribution to quantumness of compound systems as 34

“indistinguishability-based coherence”, as a difference with 35

the more familiar “single-particle superposition-based co- 36

herence”. Indistinguishability-based coherence qualifies in 37

principle as an exploitable resource for quantum metrology 38
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the indistinguishability-activated phase discrimination task. A
resource state ρin that contains coherence on a computational basis is distilled from
spatial indistinguishability. The state then enters a black box which implements a
phase unitary Ûk = eiĜφk , k ∈ {1, . . . , n} on ρin. The goal is to determine the
φk actually applied through the output state ρout: indistinguishability-based coher-
ence provides operational advantage to the task.

(18). However, it requires sophisticated control techniques39

to be harnessed, especially in view of its nonlocal nature.40

Moreover, a crucial property of identical particles is the41

exchange statistics, while its experimental study requiring42

operating both bosons and fermions in the same setup is43

generally challenging.44

In this work, we investigate the operational contribu-45

tion of quantum coherence stemming from the spatial46

indistinguishability of identical particles. The main aim47

of our experiment is to prove that elementary states of two48

independent spatially-indistinguishable particles can give49

rise to exploitable quantum coherence, with a measurable50

effect due to particle statistics. By utilizing our recently51

developed photonic architecture capable of tuning the52

indistinguishability of two uncorrelated photons (26), we53

observe the direct connection between the degree of indis-54

tinguishability and the amount of generated coherence,55

and show that indistinguishability-based coherence can56

be concurrent with single-particle superposition-based co-57

herence. In particular, we demonstrate its operational im-58

plications, namely, providing a quantifiable advantage in59

a phase discrimination task (27, 28), as depicted in Fig. 1.60

Furthermore, we design a setup capable of testing the61

impact of particle statistics in coherence production and62

phase discrimination for both bosons and fermions; this63

is accomplished by compensating for the exchange phase64

during state preparation, simulating fermionic states with65

photons, which leads to statistics-dependent efficiency of66

the quantum task.67

Results68

Indistinguishability-based coherence. To introduce the69

idea of coherence activated by spatial indistinguishability70

(18), we start from a simple scenario where the wave-71

functions of two identical particles with orthogonal pseu-72

dospins, ↓ and ↑ overlap at two spatially-separated sites,73

L and R. Omitting the unphysical labeling of identical74

particles thanks to the no-label formalism (29), the state75

is described as |Ψ〉 = |ψ ↓, ψ′ ↑〉, with |ψ〉 = l |L〉+ r |R〉76

and |ψ′〉 = l′ |L〉+ r′ |R〉 denoting the spatial wavefunc-77

tions corresponding to the two pseudospins. We stress78

that the no-label formalism adopted here reveals very79

suited for our investigations requiring a tunable degree 80

of spatial indistinguishability of identical particles. In 81

the Materials and Methods section, we provide a more 82

thorough discussion about the advantages of the no-label 83

formalism in describing identical particle systems. 84

Let us use spatially localized operations and classical
communication, i.e., the sLOCC-framework (21), to ac-
tivate and exploit the operational coherence. Projecting
onto the operational subspace B = {|Lσ,Rτ〉 ;σ, τ =↓, ↑}
yields the normalized conditional state (18)

|ΨLR〉 = 1
NΨ

LR
(lr′ |L ↓,R ↑〉+ ηl′r |L ↑,R ↓〉), [1]

with NΨ
LR =

√
|lr′|2 + |l′r|2, and the exchange phase fac- 85

tor η = 1(−1) originates from the bosonic (fermionic) 86

nature of the indistinguishable particles. We see that, 87

although each particle starts from an incoherent state 88

(namely, |ψ ↓〉, |ψ′ ↑〉) in the pseudospin computational 89

basis, the final state |ΨLR〉 overall resembles a coherent, 90

nonlocally-encoded qubit state in the compound basis 91

B under sLOCC. Also, considering that this coherence 92

vanishes when the two particles are nonidentical thus indi- 93

vidually addressable (18), the emergence of coherence in 94

|ΨLR〉 essentially hinges on the spatial indistinguishability 95

of the identical particles, in strict analogy to the emer- 96

gence of entanglement between pseudospins (21, 26, 30). 97

The coherence of the state of Eq. (1) is independent
of the bosonic or fermionic nature of the particles be-
cause of the specific choice of the initial single-particle
states. However, in general, particle statistics plays a
role in determining the allowed spatial overlap properties
of identical particles and is thus crucial for the coher-
ence of the overall state of the system. Hence, we shall
extend our experimental investigation to a state where
these fundamental aspects can be observed. Taking again
a scenario with two indistinguishable particles, one of
the particles is now initialized with innate coherence in
the pseudospin basis, i.e., the initial two-particle state
reads |Ψ′〉 = |ψ ↓, ψ′s′〉, where |s′〉 = a |↑〉 + b |↓〉 with
|a|2 + |b|2 = 1. Projecting onto B generates the three-level
distributed state (18)

|ΦLR〉 = 1
NΦ

LR
(alr′ |L ↓,R ↑〉+ b(lr′ + ηl′r) |L ↓,R ↓〉

+aηl′r |L ↑,R ↓〉), [2]

where NΦ
LR =

√
a2(|lr′|2 + |l′r|2) + b2|lr′ + ηl′r|2. In this 98

state, indistinguishability-based coherence coexists with 99

single-particle superposition-based coherence, giving rise 100

to an overall multilevel coherence in the operational basis 101

B. 102

A photonic coherence synthesizer. We prepare two-level 103

and three-level indistinguishability-based coherence by uti- 104

lizing the photonic configuration shown in Fig. 2. The 105
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Fig. 2. Experimental configuration. (a) Preparation of coherent resource states by implementing sLOCC on indistinguishable particles. Photon pairs with orthogonal
polarization states are prepared by pumping a β-barium borate (BBO) crystal. The two-photon wavefunctions are distributed in two spatial regions, with the indistinguishability
tuned by the half-wave plates (HWPs) #1 and #2. The purple boxes represent the beam combiners are inserted to overlap the wavefunctions of two indistinguishable photons.
The inset shows the detailed configuration of the beam combiner. For the activation of two-level coherence (lower subplot), a beam displacer (BD) combines the propagating
paths of the two incoming photons; for the three-level case (upper subplot), an additional HWP initializes the polarization state of one of the photons, the horizontally- and
vertically-polarized wavefunction amplitudes of the photon are then successively joined in the propagating path of the other photon with a pair of BDs and a HWP in between.
(b) Discrimination of different phases. The Franson interferometer creates two phase channels with different configurations, which is adjusted by the HWP sandwiched
between two quarter-wave plates (QWPs). The polarization analysis device (PAD) comprises a QWP, a HWP, a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) and a single-photon detector.
BS: non-polarizing beam splitter.

correspondence between photon’s polarization and pseu-106

dospin reads |H〉 ∼ |↑〉, |V 〉 ∼ |↓〉, with |H〉 and |V 〉107

identifying horizontal and vertical polarization, respec-108

tively. As shown in Fig. 2(a), frequency-degenerate pho-109

ton pairs are generated by pumping a beamlike type-II110

β-barium borate (BBO) crystal via spontaneous para-111

metric down-conversion (31), and sent to the main setup112

via two single-mode fibers, respectively. The two-photon113

initial state |H〉 ⊗ |V 〉 is uncorrelated, and two half-wave114

plates (HWPs, #1 and #2) with their orientation set at115

22.5◦ and θ/2, respectively, are utilized to adjust their po-116

larizations. Each of the two initially uncorrelated photons117

then passes through a polarizing beam splitter (PBS),118

which distributes their spatial wavefunctions between two119

remote sites, L and R, according to the polarization state.120

Next, additional HWPs at 45◦ are inserted in different121

paths to revert the photons’ initial polarization.122

The activation of functional quantum coherence from123

spatial indistinguishability of two photons is achieved by124

a beam combiner comprised of a set of beam displacer125

(BD) arrays. A beam displacer is a birefringent calcite126

crystal with a suitably cut optical axis leading the vertical127

and horizontal polarizations of photons to separate par-128

allelly. For the preparation of the two-level state |ΨLR〉,129

the beam combiner is comprised of the setup already em-130

ployed in the demonstration of polarization-entanglement131

activation by spatial indistinguishability (26) (see the132

lower inset of Fig. 2(a)). Explicitly, a BD on each site133

combines the propagating directions of the two photons,134

in which the horizontally polarized photon is displaced135

while the vertically polarized photon does not change the136

propagating direction. At this point, the spatial wave-137

functions of the two photons become overlapped, allowing138

for preparing the state |ΨLR〉 via sLOCC. A pair of polar-139

ization analysis devices (PADs) can be inserted after the 140

beam combinerto cast polarization measurement, and the 141

coincidence photon counting process realizes the desired 142

projection onto the distributed basis B. To prepare the 143

three-level state |ΦLR〉, an elaborate beam combiner setup 144

is appended on each site, L and R (see the upper inset of 145

Fig. 2(a)). We defer the detailed description and setup 146

mechanism to the Materials and Methods section. 147

As a first observation, we want to prove the direct 148

quantitative connection between produced coherence and 149

spatial indistinguishability of photons, in analogy to what 150

has been done for the entanglement (26). In fact, in 151

the present experimental study, the resource of interest 152

is quantum coherence; such a preliminary analysis is es- 153

sential in view of its controllable exploitation for the 154

specific quantum metrology protocol. This analysis is 155

performed for the two-level state |ΨLR〉 resulting from 156

the original elementary state |Ψ〉. Various methods have 157

been proposed to quantify coherence (27, 32–35). Here, 158

we adopt the l1 norm of the density matrix ρ, that is 159

Cl1(ρ) =
∑
i 6=j |ρij | (32). The system is prepared in 160

|ΨLR(θ)〉 = cos θ |L ↑,R ↓〉+ sin θ |L ↓,R ↑〉, and its mea- 161

sure of coherence in the basis B is Cl1(ΨLR) = | sin 2θ |. 162

The coherence completely stems from the indistinguisha- 163

bility of the photons, as it vanishes at the limit θ = kπ/2 164

(k integer number), i.e., when the two photons are distin- 165

guishable. 166

To quantify the spatial indistinguishability of the 167

two photons we use the entropic measure (23) I = 168

−
∑2
i=1 p

(i)
LR log p(i)

LR, where p
(1)
LR = |lr′/NΦ

LR|2 (p(2)
LR = 169

|l′r/NΦ
LR|2) refers to the probability of finding the photon 170

from ψ and ψ′ (ψ′ and ψ) ending at L and R, respec- 171

tively. For our setup, one has I = − cos2 θ log(cos2 θ)− 172

sin2 θ log(sin2 θ). The experimental result for the measure- 173
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ment of coherence versus indistinguishability is plotted in174

Fig. 3(a), clearly revealing the monotonic dependence in175

accord with theoretical predictions. The inset shows the176

result of quantum state tomography at θ = π/4, which has177

a fidelity of 0.988 to the maximally coherent state. Here-178

after, the error bars represent the 1σ standard deviation179

of data points, which is deduced by assuming a Poisson180

distribution for counting statistics, and resampling over181

the collected data (36). The Poisson-type uncertainty182

propagation method is widely adopted in the error esti-183

mation of various photonic experimental contexts, e.g.,184

the test of non-local realism (37), boson sampling (38),185

integrated photonics (39), and fiber-based scenarios (40).186

Phase discrimination. Having generated tunable187

coherence using sLOCC, we apply it in the phase discrim-188

ination task to demonstrate the operational advantage189

due to indistinguishability and the role of particle statis-190

tics. The formal definition of phase discrimination task191

is as follows: a phase unitary among n possible choices192

Uk = eiĜφk , k ∈ {1, . . . , n} is randomly applied on an ini-193

tial state ρin with a probability of pk, where the generator194

of the transformation Ĝ =
∑
στ=↑,↓ ωστ |Lσ,Rτ〉 〈Lσ,Rτ |195

is diagonal on the computational basis (ωστ are arbitrary196

coefficients) and
∑n
k=1 pk = 1. We shall identify the φk197

that is actually applied with maximal confidence from198

the output state ρout, by casting positive operator-valued199

measurements (POVMs). Here, we focus on the n = 2200

scenario with φ1 = 0, φ2 = φ, and solve the task using201

the experimentally feasible minimum-error discrimination202

(41, 42).203

We first investigate phase discrimination with the two-
level state and, without loss of generality, choose the
generator Ĝ = |L ↑,R ↓〉 〈L ↑,R ↓| (obtained fixing ω↑↓ =
1 and ω↑↑ = ω↓↑ = ω↓↓ = 0). Consequently, the output
states after being affected by Uk read∣∣Ψk

〉
= 1
NΨ

LR
(lr′ |L ↓,R ↑〉+ ηl′rei(k−1)φ |L ↑,R ↓〉), [3]

and they are discriminated by a POVM (a von Neu-204

mann projective measurement in this case) comprising205

two projectors Π = {Π̂1, Π̂2}: when Π̂k clicks, the phase206

is identified as φk. By this definition, the chance of mak-207

ing an error is Perr = p1〈Ψ1|Π̂2|Ψ1〉+ p2〈Ψ2|Π̂1|Ψ2〉, and208

is lower bounded by the Helstrom-Holevo bound (43, 44),209

namely, Perr > 1
2

(
1−

√
1− 4p1p2 |〈Ψ1|Ψ2〉|2

)
. For a210

two-level coherent state, it is straightforward to identify211

the measurement projectors Π̂1 and Π̂2 (18).212

The phase discrimination game is experimentally re-213

alized using the setup of Fig. 2(b). The photons in the214

state |ΨLR〉 on the site R are sent into an unbalanced215

Mach-Zehnder interferometer (UMZI), while the photons216

on the site L are directly detected. We put a HWP217

between two QWPs fixed at 45◦ to build a phase gate,218

and place one phase gate into each of the arms after a219

non-polarization beam splitter (BS). In the short arm220

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Experimental result for the two-level state |ΨLR〉. The points and curves
represent experimental results theoretical predictions, respectively. (a) Quantifi-
cation of coherence Cl1 versus the two-photon indistinguishability I. The inset
shows the real part of the density matrix for the input state |ΨLR(π/4)〉 de-
duced by quantum state tomography. The basis correspondences read |HV 〉 ∼
|L ↑, R ↓〉 , |V H〉 ∼ |L ↓, R ↑〉. (b) The error probability Perr of phase discrimi-
nation versus the phase parameter φ, with θ = π/4 to give maximal coherence and
p1 = 0.44. The dashed line shows the Helstrom-Holevo bound without coherence.

of UMZI, the choice of the phase gate angle leaves the 221

state |ΨLR〉 unchanged, while in the long arm, a relative 222

phase φ between |L ↓, R ↑〉 and |L ↑, R ↓〉 is imported. A 223

movable shutter (not shown) is placed in one of the arms 224

to adjust the parameters p1 and p2. After the UMZI, the 225

photons are projected on the desired state. Since |ΨLR〉 is 226

a two-level coherent state, the measurement projectors Π̂1 227

and Π̂2 defined in the basis {|L ↓, R ↑〉 , |L ↑, R ↓〉} are 228

realized in the corresponding subspace from the product 229

(single-particle) state measurement. This procedure is 230

as follows. On the site L (R), the polarization projector 231

is ÔL = |χ〉 〈χ| with |χ〉 = α |↑〉 + β |↓〉 (Ô′R = |χ′〉 〈χ′| 232

with |χ′〉 = α′ |↑〉+ β′ |↓〉). The product projector is thus 233

ÔL⊗Ô′R, leading to the two-photon projector |Ψαβ〉 〈Ψαβ | 234

with |Ψαβ〉 = αβ′ |L ↑, R ↓〉+ βα′ |L ↓, R ↑〉 in the sub- 235

space of interest {|L ↓, R ↑〉 , |L ↑, R ↓〉}. Thanks to the 236

final PAD unit of the setup of Fig. 2(b), the parameters 237

{α, β, α′, β′} can be adjusted to perform the desired 238

projective measurements Π̂1, Π̂2 and eventually obtain 239

the error probability of discrimination Perr. 240

We directly measure the error probability of phase
discrimination for various φ at p1 = 0.44 by employing the
maximally coherent state |ΨLR(π/4)〉 and optimizing over
the measurement settings of Π̂1 and Π̂2. The experimental
result, matching well with the theoretical prediction,

Perr = 1
2

(
1−

√
1− 2p1(1− p1)(1 + cosφ)

)
, [4]

is shown in Fig. 3(b). Note that without coherence, the 241

best strategy of phase discrimination is to constantly guess 242

the phase with greater probability, yielding P̄err = p1 243

(top dashed line). The reduced Perr thus unravels the 244

almost ubiquitous advantage of indistinguishability-based 245

coherence. 246

Emulating different particle statistics. The symmetric 247

form of Eq. (3) prevents the exchange phase factor η 248

from affecting the outcome of |ΨLR〉-based phase discrimi- 249

nation task. However, when the three-level coherent state, 250

|ΦLR〉, is utilized in the same task, the intrinsic statistics 251

of the indistinguishable particles renders the situation 252

4 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.XXXXXXXXXX K. Sun et al.
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more complicated. The bosonic nature of the photons253

guarantees zero exchange phase, a property both from the254

quantum axiom and experimentally testable (45). Hence,255

the quantum states prepared in our setup naturally has256

η = +1. Throughout this section, we fix one of the pho-257

tons at maximal superposition state |s′〉 = (|↑〉+ |↓〉)/
√

2,258

i.e., set a = b for simplicity which is implemented with259

setting both HWPs, placed before the first BD in the three-260

level setup, to be 22.5◦. Choosing the mixing parameters261

as l = l′ = r = r′ (l′ = r = 0) maximizes (destroys)262

the bosonic indistinguishability; this is experimentally263

achieved by setting the orientation of both HWPs #1 and264

#2 be 22.5◦ (π/4).265

On the other hand, photonic simulations of the dy-266

namics of fermionic (46–48) and non-Abelian anyonic sys-267

tems (49) may provide additional insights for the exotic268

physics therein. From the observation that η in Eq. (2)269

can be absorbed into l′, a viable investigation of fermionic270

systems with η = −1 can be achieved using our setup:271

by setting θ = −π/4, we invert the sign of l′ to simulate272

indistinguishability-activated coherence of fermionic par-273

ticles. Note that the previous simulations of fermionic or274

anyonic behavior via photons inevitably rely on either a275

highly entangled singlet state as the input state or non-276

local mathematical correspondences like Jordan–Wigner277

transformation to supply the anti-symmetric exchange278

behavior. Both methods limit the scalability of simulation279

and scramble some topological order. In stark contrast,280

the applicability of our simulation method, which directly281

emulates the exchange properties of identical particles by282

harnessing the spatial indistinguishability of photons, is283

not limited by the above hurdles.284

The prepared states emulating bosonic, distinguish-285

able and fermionic particles are characterized via286

quantum state tomography, and the results are pre-287

sented in Fig. 4(a). The three cases have fidelity of288

98.4%, 97.5%, and 97.7%, respectively. For the bosonic289

case, the outcome authenticates the presence of coherence290

between all three vectors of the computational basis shown291

in Eq. (2). For the distinguishable case (l′ = r = 0), the292

coherence is in contrast solely inherited from one of the293

particles, and localized on the site R. For the fermionic294

case, the resulted state in Eq. (2) interestingly becomes a295

two-level state, |ΨLR(π/4)〉, since the destructive interfer-296

ence almost completely eliminates the amplitude on the297

basis |L ↓,R ↓〉. And this matches the prediction of Pauli298

exclusion principle where the pseudospins of two particles299

are opposite. In our experiment, the exchange phase is300

obtained via the tomographic results as (0.988± 0.016)π301

supporting a fermion-like exchange behavior of the pho-302

tons due to the compensation. Note that a minus sign303

appears in the coefficient of the |L ↓,R ↑〉 terms, which is304

attributed to the π-phase acquired by the photons upon305

reflected by PBS.306

We are now in the position to investigate the role of
particle statistics in the phase discrimination task. The

Bosonic

Distingui-
shable

Fermionic

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Experimental result for three-level state |ΦLR〉. (a) The real part of the den-
sity matrix for the input states |ΦLR〉 of bosonic, distinguishable (l′ = r = 0)
and fermionic particles (simulated), deduced by quantum state tomography, with
θ = ±π/4 to give maximal coherence. The magnitude of the imaginary part
of the density matrices are smaller than 0.07. The basis correspondences read
|HV 〉 ∼ |L ↑, R ↓〉 , |V H〉 ∼ |L ↓, R ↑〉, and |V V 〉 ∼ |L ↓, R ↓〉. (b) The
error probability Perr of phase discrimination versus φ for bosonic, distinguishable
and simulated fermionic particles with p1 = 0.50. The experimental results are
presented by dots with error bars in different appearances. The solid curves are the
theoretical predictions with ω↓↑ = 1, ω↑↓ = 2 and ω↓↓ = 3.

corresponding operations Uk are again realized using the
phase gates within the UMZI, yielding two output states∣∣Φk〉 (18) written as∣∣Φk〉 = (a(lr′eiω↓↑φk |L ↓, R ↑〉+ ηl′reiω↑↓φk |L ↑, R ↓〉)

+b(lr′ + ηl′r)eiω↓↓φk |L ↓, R ↓〉)/NΦ
LR. [5]

Here, we set ω↓↑ = 1, ω↑↓ = 2 and ω↓↓ = 3 in the 307

generator Ĝ. Unlike the two-level situation, in this three- 308

level coherent case we need to place an UMZI on each 309

site L and R. The UMZI has a path difference equiv- 310

alent to 2.7ns between the long and short paths, and 311

the coincidence interval is set at 0.8ns. The quantum 312

states affected by the two phase operations in the UMZIs 313

are registered separately (50, 51). We adjust the elec- 314

tric delay of the coincidence module to pick out the 315

events that the two photons had taken the long/short 316

and short/long paths, which correspond to the state after 317

being affected by U1 and U2, respectively. Moreover, for 318

the measurement of the three-level system, to minimize 319

the error probability of discrimination Perr, three projec- 320

tors Π̂1, Π̂2 and Π̂3 are required where Σ3
i Π̂i = I and 321

Tr[Π̂3
∣∣Φ1

LR
〉 〈

Φ1
LR
∣∣] = Tr[Π̂3

∣∣Φ2
LR
〉 〈

Φ2
LR
∣∣] = 0. The pro- 322

jectors Π̂i (i = 1, 2, 3) consist of three linearly indepen- 323

dent basis vectors B′ = {|L ↑,R ↓〉 , |L ↓,R ↑〉 , |L ↓,R ↓〉} 324

(see details in the Materials and Methods section). Sim- 325

ilarly to the method used above for the two-level state, 326

these three projectors are also extracted from the sub- 327

space of the product projectors on the two sites L and R 328

and implemented by the PAD unit of the setup. 329

Fig. 4(b) reports the measured error probabilities for 330
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phase discrimination with the three-level states. A clear331

discrepancy between the credibility of phase discrimina-332

tion using different kinds of particles can be observed.333

Particularly, both types of indistinguishable particles pro-334

vide advantage over distinguishable ones within the range335

of φ ∈ ( 2π
3 ,

4π
3 ), but fermions further outperform bosons336

by a difference in Perr of 0.119 at φ = π. This can be337

intuitively interpreted by recalling that the exchange inter-338

action of fermions prevent them from occupying the same339

state, so the wavefunction amplitude disperses between340

different states and produces large amount of coherence.341

In contrast, bosons tend to bunch on a single state, so the342

applicable coherence is reduced. The experimental result343

for the fermionic three-level case, as shown in Fig. 4(b),344

appears similar but not identical to a reported two-level345

case given in the earlier text (see Fig. 3(b)). In the exper-346

imental configuration here, the wavefunction amplitude347

of |L ↓,R ↓〉 vanishes due to the destructive interference348

when two trajectories of indistinguishable particles coa-349

lesce on the BD. Also, the two discrimination games are350

subject to slightly different subchannel probabilities p1.351

Discussion352

Coherence activated from spatial indistinguishability is353

a fundamental contribution to the quantumness of mul-354

tiparticle composite systems intimately related to the355

presence of identical particles (subsystems). It cannot356

exist between different types of quanta, that is, in sys-357

tems made of nonidentical (or distinguishable) particles.358

Due to its intrinsic nonlocal trait, in order to apply359

the indistinguishability-based coherence in quantum in-360

formation tasks, transformations and measurements on361

the resource state must admit direct product decom-362

position into local operations, which are achieved by363

sLOCC. We note that in the case of two identical par-364

ticles, Schmidt decomposition recovers our capability to365

perform all possible measurements (52). Therefore, ap-366

plying indistinguishability-based coherence between three367

or more quanta will be an open research route.368

In this paper, we have experimentally investigated369

indistinguishability-based coherence, demonstrating its370

operational usefulness in a quantum metrology protocol.371

Our photonic architecture is capable of tuning the degree372

of spatial indistinguishability of two uncorrelated photons,373

and adjusting the interplay between indistinguishability-374

based coherence and single-particle superposition-based375

coherence to synthesize hybrid, multilevel coherence from376

two non-orthogonal pseudospins. This has allowed us to377

prepare via sLOCC various types of resource states by378

devising and implementing a beam combiner, and char-379

acterize the operational coherence via the phase discrim-380

ination task. Our results highlight, in a comprehensive381

fashion, the fundamental and practical aspects of control-382

lable indistinguishability of identical building blocks for383

quantum-enhanced technologies.384

A particularly interesting feature of our setup is that385

it has been devised in such a way that both bosonic 386

and fermionic statistics can occur in the resource states, 387

thus enabling the possibility to directly observe how 388

the nature of the employed particles affects the effi- 389

ciency of the quantum task. The present experiment 390

also shows that, within the usual first quantization ap- 391

proach with fictitious labels to describe identical par- 392

ticle states, the superpositions of a two-particle state 393

and its permuted version enforced by the symmetrization 394

postulate gives rise to true, physical entanglement (e.g., 395

|ψ ↓, ψ′ ↑〉 ↔ 1√
2 (|ψ ↓〉A ⊗ |ψ′ ↑〉B + η |ψ′ ↑〉A ⊗ |ψ ↓〉B), 396

where fictitious labels A and B have been adopted). This 397

result can be seen as a confirmation of what one can 398

deduce from a recent experiment to directly measure the 399

statistics exchange phase of photons (45, 53), where a 400

quantum interference between a reference state and its 401

physically exchanged version is created. In our experi- 402

ment, such an entanglement, due to the enabled quantum 403

coherence, is entirely contained in the elementary state 404

of two independent spatially-indistinguishable photons 405

expressed in the no-label formalism, with the particle 406

statistics imprint emerging in the final state after the 407

sLOCC measurement. As an outlook, it would be in- 408

teresting to develop a similar experiment with actual 409

fermions. Platforms with devices realizing linear optics 410

operations with fermions, such as electrons, would be the 411

best candidates. To this purpose, one may use quantum 412

dots as sources of single electrons that can be emitted 413

on demand (54), initialized in given spin states (55), and 414

sent to quantum point contacts operating like electronic 415

beam splitters (56, 57). Atomic circuits may also be em- 416

ployed to control single electrons (58). Our experiment 417

thus paves the way to suitably exploit these different plat- 418

forms to investigate indistinguishability-enabled quantum 419

coherence with real fermions. 420

We finally remark that the observed phenomena in our 421

experiment do not only follow a mapping of a fermionic 422

state into a photonic system. Indeed, they recover fun- 423

damental traits of the original fermionic system. For ex- 424

ample, we have observed that the π-exchange (fermionic) 425

phase from optical compensation causes the photonic 426

wavefunction on the symmetric state to vanish. This 427

observation is in strict analogy to the Pauli exclusion 428

principle found for real fermions forbidding multiple occu- 429

pations of the same state: both these behaviors originate 430

from the destructive interference due to the exchange of 431

identical fermionic particles in the superposed two-particle 432

states. Therefore, our work also constitutes an eligible 433

quantum simulation of different kinds of identical parti- 434

cles and may shed further light on the characterization 435

of this kind of compound systems, including anyons. No- 436

tably, the investigation of anyonic braiding may facilitate 437

fault-tolerant quantum computation and information pro- 438

cessing protocols (49, 59). To this end, our setup provides 439

a pathway to address this problem naturally and intu- 440

itively. These studies constitute one of the main prospects 441
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motivated by the present work and will be investigated442

in the near future.443

Materials and Methods444

In this section, we start with a comprehensive discussion445

of the merit of the no-label formalism in the description of446

identical particles. We then present the detailed procedure for447

generating multilevel coherence via particle indistinguishability448

and applying it in a quantum metrological task.449

Practical merits of the no-label formalism. The no-label for-450

malism describing identical particles is a powerful tool suitable451

for various practical scenarios. Its main features are as follows:452

(i) it avoids fictitious labels which may complicate the analysis,453

(ii) directly encompasses bosons and fermions on the same454

footing; (iii) allows for the natural introduction of a contin-455

uous degree of spatial indistinguishability of experimentally-456

friendly use (23); (iv) permits to access physical entanglement457

by sLOCC (21, 29).458

By virtue of the no-label formalism in our analysis, the459

difference between the particle (statistics) exchange behaviors460

can be completely absorbed in a different exchange phase of461

the final state obtained by sLOCC. Therefore, the no-label462

formalism can facilitate the photonic simulation of fermionic463

exchange by compensation of the exchange phase. Moreover,464

its equivalence with the standard formalism on the mathemat-465

ical level guarantees that, when we map the bosonic state into466

the fermionic Hilbert space, the result will remain unchanged467

even from the viewpoint of the standard formalism (i.e., from468

both first quantization approach with fictitious labels and469

second quantization approach, see also: References (19, 60–470

62). For all these reasons, the no-label formalism has been471

largely adopted during recent years for both theoretical and472

experimental analyses (26, 30, 63, 64).473

Generation of multilevel coherence. Here, we describe474

the procedure of generating the three-level, hybrid475

(indistinguishability- and superposition-based) coherence with476

beam combiner. The initial state |Ψ′〉 = |ψ ↓, ψ′s′〉 =477

|ψ ↓, ψ′(a ↑ +b ↓)〉 is realized by placing another HWP before478

the first BD on each site, L and R, to modify the pseudospin479

of |ψ′〉 from |↑〉 to a |↑〉 + b |↓〉. This is followed further by480

a σx-compensation causing the ψ′ component to evolve to481

b |↑〉 + a |↓〉; the effect of the compensation is also absorbed482

into the HWP. Inside the beam combiner, two BDs sand-483

wiching a HWP oriented set at 22.5◦ at each site form a484

Mach-Zehnder interferometer. After the first BD in the inter-485

ferometer, the photonic wavefunction corresponding to the first486

term of b |↑〉 + a |↓〉, i.e. b |↑〉, is displaced to the path of the487

other photon whose pseudospin is |↓〉, and the remaining part488

a |↓〉 passes directly. At this stage, the HWP fixed at 22.5◦489

implements a Hadamard transformation on the spin states to490

erase the original path information of the two photons. The re-491

maining part on the lower path now reads a(|ψ′ ↑〉+|ψ′ ↓〉)/
√

2,492

and the second BD merges its first term, a |ψ′ ↑〉 /
√

2, to the493

middle path which contains |ψ ↓, bψ′ ↓〉 /
√

2. As the result,494

for the three output paths of the interferometer, the wave-495

function of the upper one reads |ψ ↑, bψ′ ↑〉 /
√

2, the middle496

path consists of the wavefunction |ψ ↓, ψ′(a ↑ +b ↓〉 /
√

2, while497

the remaining part, a/
√

2 |ψ′ ↓〉, locates in the bottom path.498

Thus, we only need to extract photons in the middle path, in 499

which |↓〉 and a |↑〉 + b |↓〉 are combined together, and discard 500

photons located on the other two paths—these photons do not 501

contribute to the final counting events. Following the same 502

measurement method introduced above, the three-level state 503

|ΦLR〉 underpinning the system is finally activated. 504

Phase discrimination with three-level system. Comparing 505

with the two-level case, some subtlety underlies the mea- 506

surement of the three-level system: first, because Eq. (2) 507

is spanned by three linearly independent basis vectors B′ = 508

{|L ↑,R ↓〉 , |L ↓,R ↑〉 , |L ↓,R ↓〉}, a POVM consisting of only 509

two rank-1 projectors cannot satisfy the requirement of com- 510

pleteness. As such, even the discrimination of two phases 511

will require additional projectors. Second, the projectors that 512

minimize the probability of committing errors are generally 513

entangled and thus not directly viable. To resolve these issues, 514

we construct two auxiliary projectors, orthogonal to both of 515

the states
∣∣Φk
〉
, to construct a POVM Π = {Π̂1, Π̂2, Π̂3, Π̂4} 516

in the direct sum dilated 4-dimensional space B, so that ev- 517

ery element of the POVM admits the product expansion 518

Πk = |Ls,Rs′〉 〈Ls,Rs′|, with s and s′ being the localized 519

pseudospin states, and the POVM recovers the probability dis- 520

tribution on B′. Any experimental trial that eventuates in the 521

detection on the auxiliary projectors is counted as an incorrect 522

discrimination, regardless of the actual phase applied. 523
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